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ABSTRACT
Using the L-Galaxies semi-analytic model we simultaneously fit the H I mass function, stellar
mass function and the fraction of red galaxies. We find good fits to all three observations at z = 0
and to the stellar mass function and red fraction at z = 2. Using Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) techniques we adjust the L-Galaxies parameters to best fit the constraining data. In
order to fit the H I mass function we must greatly reduce the gas surface density threshold for
star formation, thus lowering the number of low H I mass galaxies. A simultaneous reduction
in the star formation efficiency prevents the overproduction of stellar content. A simplified
model in which the surface density threshold is eliminated altogether also provides a good fit
to the data. Unfortunately, these changes weaken the fit to the Kennicutt–Schmidt relation and
raise the star formation rate density at recent times, suggesting that a change to the model is
required to prevent accumulation of gas on to dwarf galaxies in the local Universe.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Cold gas provides the fuel for star formation and understanding its
properties in galaxies is fundamental to a complete model of galaxy
formation. While the physics governing the collapse of gas clouds
on sub-pc scales, and its subsequent conversion into stars, remain
largely unknown, simulations can be used to explore the factors that
affect the gas and ultimately the stellar content of galaxies.
The relations governing star formation link the cold gas content
to the amount of stars formed. The widely used Kennicutt–Schmidt
relation (Schmidt 1959; Kennicutt 1998) is a relation between total
cold gas surface density content and the star formation rate surface
density of a galaxy. More recent observations, however, have shown
the correlation to be stronger with only the molecular, H2 component
of cold gas (Bigiel et al. 2008; Leroy et al. 2008).
H2 gas is not directly detected and is instead observed via a tracer
such as the CO molecule which adds uncertainty to these mea-
surements. The H I component, on the other hand, correlates more
weakly with star formation than the H2 , but can be directly observed
through the 21 cm emission. H I surveys such as the H I Parkes All-
Sky Survey (HIPASS; Meyer et al. 2004) and the Arecibo Legacy
Fast ALFA survey (ALFALFA; Giovanelli et al. 2005) now provide
large samples of statistical significance. The H I mass function from
these surveys measures masses down to 106 M allowing galaxy
gas content to be probed across a full range of masses (Zwaan
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et al. 2005; Martin et al. 2010). Up coming surveys at new fa-
cilities such as the Australian SKA pathfinder (ASKAP; Johnston
et al. 2008), Karoo Array Telescope (MeerKAT; Booth et al. 2009)
and the Square Kilometre Array (SKA1) will greatly improve the
observational constraints on H I content of galaxies. For that reason,
we choose to use H I as a constraint in our models.
Semi-analytic models (SAMs) provide a framework to explore
the statistical properties of the observed galaxy population. The
evolution of large-scale structures is given by dark matter merger
trees, either from N-body simulations or analytic calculations, and
the baryonic component is modelled via empirical relations that
are designed to capture the key physics (White 1988; Cole 1991;
Lacey & Silk 1991; White & Frenk 1991; Kauffmann, White &
Guiderdoni 1993; Kauffmann 1999; Somerville & Primack 1999;
Springel et al. 2001; Hatton et al. 2003; Kang et al. 2005; Croton
et al. 2006; De Lucia & Blaizot 2007; Guo et al. 2011; Lu et al. 2011;
Benson 2012). A downside of SAMs is that they necessarily im-
pose restrictive assumptions about the geometry of galaxies and the
exchange of material with their surroundings. The major advantage
over hydrodynamical simulations is that they are quick to run allow-
ing us to explore the impact of different implementations of phys-
ical processes and different parameter values. In recent years, the
introduction of robust statistical methods has even allowed the full
exploration of parameter space (Kampakoglou, Trotta & Silk 2008;
Henriques et al. 2009; Benson & Bower 2010; Bower et al. 2010;
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Henriques & Thomas 2010; Lu et al. 2011, 2012; Mutch, Poole &
Croton 2013; Henriques et al. 2013; Benson 2014; Ruiz et al. 2015).
The most recent version of the L-Galaxies SAM (Henriques
et al. 2015, hereafter HWT15) provides an excellent fit to a wide
range of galaxy properties across a wide range of redshifts. In this
paper, we aim to improve the agreement between the HWT15 model
to the H I mass function by including it as an extra constraint in ad-
dition to the stellar mass function and galaxy red fraction. We find
that we can obtain a good fit to all data sets simultaneously by lower-
ing, or even eliminating altogether, the surface density threshold for
star formation. Unfortunately, these changes weaken the fit to the
Kennicutt–Schmidt relation and raise the star formation rate density
(SFRD) at recent times, suggesting that a change in the model is
required to prevent accumulation of gas on to dwarf galaxies in the
local Universe.
The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we describe the
L-Galaxies semi-analytic model and the method of gas division. In
Section 3, we present the results of constraining the model with
the H I mass function in addition to the galaxy red fraction and
stellar mass function. In Section 4, we examine which parameters
have changed in order to produce a good fit to all constraining data
sets and compare our results to the Kennicutt–Schmidt relation. We
provide our conclusions in Section 5.
2 M E T H O D
2.1 L-Galaxies
Semi-analytic models provide a tool to explore galaxy formation and
evolution and simulate the cosmic galaxy population. The models
use coupled differential equations to follow the evolution of the
baryonic component of galaxies usually constructed on top of dark
matter haloes from an N-body simulation. Many aspects of galaxy
formation are included in these models such as, star formation,
gas cooling, metal enrichment, black hole growth and feedback
processes.
The Munich SAM, L-Galaxies, has been developed over many
years using galaxy formation recipes to match the observed galaxy
populations (White 1988; Kauffmann et al. 1993; Kauffmann 1999;
Springel et al. 2001, 2005; Croton et al. 2006; De Lucia &
Blaizot 2007; Guo et al. 2011, 2013; Henriques et al. 2013;
Henriques et al. 2015). The underlying merger trees are extracted
from the Millennium (Springel et al. 2005) and MillenniumII Simu-
lations (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2009). The latest version of the model,
on which this work is based, is given in HWT15. This version uses
Planck year 1 cosmology with the Millennium dark matter merger
trees scaled according to the method of Angulo & White (2010) (as
updated by Angulo & Hilbert 2015). HWT15 constrain the model
to give a good fit to the stellar mass function and the fraction of red
galaxies over the redshift range 0–3. A full description of the model
is given in the supplementary material of HWT15.
2.1.1 MCMC
Having many recipes controlling galaxy formation gives rise to nu-
merous free parameters which, when considering individual galaxy
properties independently, are frequently degenerate with each other.
It would be a long and inefficient process of trial and error to adjust
the parameters to best fit the observations by hand when alterations
to the model are made. We employ the MCMC procedure within
L-Galaxies to find a best fit set of parameters (Henriques et al. 2009;
Henriques et al. 2013). This method approximates a likelihood value
for the ability of the model to recover the observed galaxy property
and then uses the MCMC technique to minimize that value and
locate a best set of parameters.
2.1.2 Star formation law
In the model we assume stars form from the total cold gas within a
given galaxy’s disc (i.e. the model does not distinguish between H I







where αSF is a normalization parameter, Mgas is the total cold gas
mass, tdyn,disc is the dynamical time, and Mcrit is a threshold mass
whose need is based on a historical assumption that there is a mini-
mum surface density required for star formation (Kauffmann 1996;
Kennicutt 1998). Based on the argument in Kauffmann (1996) we










where V200c is the virial speed of the halo, Rgas is the gas disc scale-
length, and Mcrit, 0 is a normalization constant. Since Kauffmann
(1999) and prior to HWT15, all versions of the Munich model fixed
Mcrit,0 = 3.8 × 109 M. However, observations now indicate that
star formation is linked more closely to the molecular gas than to
the total gas content (Bigiel et al. 2008; Leroy et al. 2008). Ideally
the critical mass threshold should arise out of the model rather than
being imposed and future versions of the L-Galaxies model will
follow H2 explicitly in order to explore this possibility. Until then
(from HWT15 onwards) we treat Mcrit, 0 as a free parameter.
2.2 The H I model
We use the model of Blitz & Rosolowsky (2006, hereafter BR06)
to divide the cold gas into its H I and H2 components in post-
processing. In this model, the ratio of H I to H2 gas in a galaxy is
determined by mid-plane hydrostatic pressure in the galactic disc.
Elmegreen (1989, 1993) propose a form for the mid-plane pressure
Pext ≈ π2 Ggas
(




where gas, star are the cold gas and stellar surface densities, cgas,
cstar are the gas and stellar vertical velocity dispersions and G is the
gravitational constant. The mid-plane pressure is calculated from
the equations of hydrostatic equilibrium for a thin disc of gas and
stars. This pressure is an important factor in the formation of giant
clouds within which H2 is found. BR06 make the assumption that
the ratio of H2 to H I in the galaxy is a function of the pressure given









where H2 and HI are the disc surface densities of H2 and H I
gas, respectively and P0 and α are fitting constants. This was
further explored using resolved observations of galaxies (Blitz &
Rosolowsky 2006; Leroy et al. 2008).
This model of gas division requires information on the radial
distribution of gas inside galaxies. In order to include it at each step
of the L-Galaxies MCMC chain without prohibitively slowing the
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calculation we use the approximation to BR06 model derived in
Obreschkow et al. (2009, hereafter O09). They write Rmol as,
Rmol = Rcmol exp(−1.6 r/rdisc), (5)
where rdisc is the scalelength of the gas disc and Rcmol is
Rcmol =
[
Kr−4discMgas(Mgas + 〈fσ 〉M starsdisc )
]α
, (6)
where Mgas is the total cold gas mass, M starsdisc is the mass of the stellar
disc and K = G/(8πP0). We adopt the same values of constants as
O09: P0 = 2.34 × 10−13Pa, α = 0.8 and 〈fσ 〉 = 0.4 which is the ratio
of the velocity dispersions in equation (3) taken from observations
of Elmegreen (1993). Through Rmol we can derive expressions for
the surface density of H I and H2 which when integrated give the
MH I and MH2.
O09 approximate the integration, finding that the ratio of H2 to







≈ (3.44Rc −0.506mol + 4.82Rc −1.054mol )−1 . (7)
Using this approximation along with assuming that MH = MH I +
MH II we can calculate the masses without dividing the galaxies into
rings and significantly speed up the calculation. We assume that
MH = 0.74Mcoldgas. In agreement with O09 we find that the approx-
imate value is within 2 per cent of that from the full calculation
for ∼95 per cent of our galaxies.
2.3 Observational constraints
We constrain the model using observations at z = 0 and z = 2. At
z = 0 we use:
(i) The stellar mass function is a combination of the SDSS (Li &
White 2009) and GAMA (Baldry et al. 2012) results.
(ii) The H I mass function is a combination from HIPASS (Zwaan
et al. 2005) and ALFALFA (Haynes et al. 2011). The combination
of these data sets is shown in Appendix B below.
(iii) The red fraction is obtained by dividing the stellar mass
function of red galaxies by the sum of the red and blue stellar mass
functions. We use data from Bell et al. (2003) and Baldry et al.
(2012).
At z = 2:
(i) The stellar mass function is a combination of COSMOS
(Domı´nguez Sa´nchez et al. 2011), ULTRAVISTA (Ilbert et al. 2013;
Muzzin et al. 2013) and ZFOURGE (Tomczak et al. 2014).
(ii) The red fraction of galaxies also uses COSMOS (Domı´nguez
Sa´nchez et al. 2011), ULTRAVISTA (Ilbert et al. 2013; Muzzin
et al. 2013) and ZFOURGE (Tomczak et al. 2014).
When we use these observational constraints from different sur-
veys they are combined into just one value. This is done by aver-
aging the values within each mass bin together. The 1σ errors on
these values are then taken to be half the minimum to maximum
range. Further details of this process are described in appendix 2 of
HWT15.
3 R ESULTS
We present results for several different versions of the model:
(i) HWT15 (green dash–dotted line): The reference model,
which did not use the H IMF as a constraint.
Figure 1. The H I mass function at z = 0. The black points are the observed
H I mass function from HIPASS. The coloured lines represent the different
models: green, HWT15; red, HIConstraint; blue, NoSFThreshold; yellow,
DLB07 Reincorporation.
(ii) HIConstraint (red solid line): The HWT15 model but adding
in the H IMF as a constraint at z = 0.
(iii) NoSFThreshold (blue dashed line): The same as the HICon-
straint but with the minimum threshold surface density for star
formation set equal to zero.
(iv) DLB07 Reincorporation (yellow dotted line): As for the
HIConstraint but using the older (De Lucia & Blaizot 2007, here-
after DLB07) recipe for reincorporation of ejected material.
All of the the models were constrained to simultaneously match the
observations described in Section 2.3, except HWT15 which did
not use the H IMF as a constraint.
3.1 H I mass function
The H I mass function is shown in Fig. 1. It is immediately obvious
that the HWT15 reference model is a poor fit to observations. This
is not an inherent deficiency of the model, but results from the fact
that the observed mass function was not used as an input constraint.
The HWT15 model does, in fact, provide a slightly better fit overall
to the stellar masses and galaxy colours at z = 0 and 2, than the
HIConstraint or NoSFThreshold model, but the difference is slight.
That goes to show that the H I mass function serves as a largely
independent constraint.
The HIConstraint model, however, that does use the H I as an ad-
ditional constraint, provides a very good fit to the H I mass function.
It does that largely by reducing the SF parameter in the model that
governs the minimum surface density for quiescent star formation
(see Table 1). This allows more cold gas to be consumed in low-
mass galaxies. In order to maintain the same overall stellar mass,
the star formation efficiency is reduced leading to a reduction of gas
consumption in high-mass galaxies.
Because the HIConstraint model lowers the minimum surface
density for star formation so much, we also examined a NoS-
FThreshold model in which it is set equal to zero (thus reducing the
number of free parameters in the model by one). The two are barely
distinguishable in their predictions (except that the NoSFThreshold
model has slightly bluer colours – see Section 3.3).
To try to understand why Lu et al. (2014, hereafter Lu14) have
claimed that it is not possible to reproduce the H I mass func-
tion, we also ran a model that is identical in every respect to the
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Table 1. Parameters constrained by the MCMC model. Best-fitting parameters are given for each model as well as HWT15 for
comparison.
Parameter HWT15 HIConstraint NoSFThreshold DLB07 Reincorporation Units
αSF (SF eff) 0.025 0.010 0.0099 0.0030
SF (SF gas density threshold) 0.24 0.0042 1e-6 0.0079 1010 M pc−2
αSF, burst (SF Burst eff) 0.60 0.89 0.43 0.82
βSF, burst (SF Burst Slope) 1.9 1.7 0.97 1.61
kAGN (Radio feedback eff) 0.0053 0.014 0.039 7.1 × 10−4 M yr−1
fBH (Black hole growth eff) 0.041 0.025 0.026 0.040
VBH (Quasar growth scale) 750 552 953 630 km s−1
 (Mass-loading eff) 2.60 1.3 1.5 1.5
Vreheat (Mass-loading scale) 480 338 341 136 km s−1
β1 (Mass-loading slope) 0.72 1.11 0.32 3.5
η (SN ejection eff) 0.62 0.30 0.58 0.28
Veject (SN ejection scale) 100 184 138 131 km s−1
β2 (SN ejection Slope) 0.80 2.4 4.4 3.1
γ (Ejecta reincorporation) 3.0 × 1010 1.3× 1010 1.7× 1010 0.13 yr
y (Metal yield) 0.046 0.028 0.021 0.019
Rmerger (Major-merger threshold) 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
αfriction (Dynamical friction) 2.5 2.6 2.9 1.2
Mr.p. (Ram-pressure threshold) 1.2 × 104 3.0 × 104 1.7 × 104 1.2 1010 M
HIConstraint model, except that the reincorporation time-scale fol-
lows the parametrization given in DLB07 rather than HWT15. This
DLB07 model, which uses H I as a constraint, provides a better
fit than the original HWT15 but is clearly significantly worse than
either the HIConstraint or NoSFThreshold models. This will be
discussed further in Section 4.4 below.
3.2 Stellar mass function
The stellar mass function is shown in Fig. 2, the upper panel showing
z = 0 and the lower z = 2. At z = 0 we find an excellent fit to
the observed stellar mass function in both the HIConstraint and
NoSFThreshold models, very similar to that of the reference model
of HWT15. There is no significant difference between the red and
blue lines indicating that a non-zero threshold cold gas surface
density is not required to fit the stellar mass function at z = 0.
The DLB07 reincorporation model provides a significantly worse
fit both at the knee of the SMF and the slope at low-masses. This is
discussed further in Section 4.4.
The fit at z = 2 is worse than in HWT15 for both our models.
Below the knee of the distribution all models are very similar but,
above the knee, the HIConstraint and NoSFThreshold models have
fewer high stellar mass galaxies than the observations or HWT15
(note, however, that the observations have large uncertainties in this
region). The DLB07 reincorporation model again fares worse than
the others.
3.3 Fraction of red galaxies
The model was also constrained using the red fraction of galaxies,
with the same prescription as described in Section 4.2 of HWT15.
That paper used the distribution of model galaxies in the u − r versus
Mr plane to divide the galaxies into an active, blue, and a passive,
red population at z = 0 and the U−V versus V−J colour plane at
higher redshifts. The same observables are used to select model
galaxies as in observational studies but we adjust the placement of
the dividing line between red and blue galaxies to correctly separate
Figure 2. The stellar mass function, z = 0 is shown in the upper panel and
z = 2 is shown in the bottom panel. The black points are the observations
used within the MCMC as constraints. The coloured lines are as in Fig. 1.
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Figure 3. The red fraction mass function shown in the upper panel is z = 0,
and z = 2 is shown in the lower. The line colours refer to the same models as
those in Fig. 2. The black points are the observed red fractions used within
the MCMC.
the two populations in the model. This allows for a direct compar-
ison between the relative numbers of galaxies in each population
independently of any differences on the global colour distributions
arising from systematics in the stellar population synthesis or dust
modelling. The red fraction is shown in Fig. 3 with z = 0 in the
upper panel and z = 2 in the lower panel.
At z = 0 the HIConstraint model matches the data best, with the
HWT15 and the DLB07 Reincorporation models having slightly
too many passive galaxies at low mass, and the NoSFThreshold and
DLB07 Reincorporation models having too many active galaxies at
high mass.
At z = 2, all but the DLB07 Reincorporaton model underpredict
the fraction of red galaxies at high stellar mass. The decrease in the
red population at z = 2 indicates the model has too much ongoing
star formation in the highest mass galaxies. This suggests that the
reduction of the threshold for star formation may not be an ideal
solution to our problem, as discussed further in Section 4.2, below.
3.4 Gas fractions
We calculate the H I to stellar mass ratio and compare it to those
observed by the ALFALFA (Haynes et al. 2011) and Galex Arecibo
SDSS Survey (GASS) (Catinella et al. 2013) surveys. In general we
have good agreement with the observed H I gas fractions shown in
Figure 4. The H I to stellar mass fraction as a function of stellar mass. The
top panel compares our data to that from the ALFALFA survey, (Haynes
et al. 2011). The lower panel compares with the GASS survey, triangles,
(Catinella et al. 2013) and Brown et al. (2015), green stars. We show the
mean gas fraction in bins of stellar mass as coloured lines, the colours are
as previously. The upper error bar values show the 84th percentile in that
stellar mass bin while the lower show the 16th percentile. For comparison
as a black line we show the means and percentiles of the ALFALFA, upper
panel, and GASS, lower panel, surveys.
Fig. 4. The top panel of Fig. 4 compares the models to ALFALFA
while the bottom compares to GASS. The contour levels shown in
Fig. 4 for each model enclose 68, 90 and 99 per cent of the data.
The ALFALFA survey is a flux limited survey and due to the
survey selection it cannot observe very low H I mass galaxies. This
leads to the survey preferentially observing high H I flux spiral
galaxies and missing low H I flux objects with correspondingly
low gas fractions. In order to perform a detailed comparison we
would need to precisely mimic the survey selection of ALFALFA
in model galaxies. In this work when we compare to ALFALFA we
perform a crude selection on the semi-analytic galaxies, converting
the H I mass to a H I flux by setting an observer at the centre of
the simulation box. We also project a velocity width for the model
galaxies and this is also used according to the ALFALFA selection
function. This selection has been applied to the model galaxies in
the top panel of Fig. 4. These then span the similar range of stellar
mass as the ALFALFA data.
In the lower panel of Fig. 4 we compare our model results to the
GASS survey for which the galaxies are stellar mass selected and
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Figure 5. Supernova feedback parameters as functions of the halo velocity either maximum circular velocity, Vmax or virial velocity V200c. Top left is the SN
Ejection Efficiency: the fraction of available SN energy for use in gas reheating and ejection. Top right is the Mass-loading Efficiency, that controls how much
cold gas is reheated. Bottom left shows a derived quantity, the ratio of the mass of hot ejected gas to cold gas mass turned into stars. Finally, bottom right shows
the Reincorporation Time-scale for ejected gas. In all plots the colours represent the same models as described above. All plots are at z = 0.
span more fully the complete range of gas fractions. As with the
ALFALFA above we have cut the model galaxies to reproduce the
survey. Here, theoretical predictions match the observed gas frac-
tions reasonably well. The different distribution of galaxy masses,
particularly obvious at high stellar mass, arises because the GASS
survey is not volume-limited. We have also included on this fig-
ure data from Brown et al. (2015). This data set stacks detections
and non-detections from the GASS and ALFALFA surveys. The re-
sulting average gas fraction points agree well with the model data,
passing through the middle of the contours.
4 D ISC U SSION
4.1 Changes to model parameters
We start our discussion with the original HWT15 model and the new
HIConstraint and NoSFThreshold models. We defer the discussion
of the DLB07 model to the final paragraph of this section and
Section 4.4.
The best-fitting parameters for our models are shown in Table 1.
When adding in the H I mass function constraint into the HICon-
straint and NoSFThreshold models several parameters have changed
significantly from those of the original HWT15 model. The biggest
change is to the surface density threshold for star formation, Mcrit, 0,
that we imposed. As described in Section 2.1.2 we have freed fur-
ther the threshold parameter to allow it to become very low, or have
forced its removal entirely, to allow a reduction in the H I content of
low-mass galaxies. As compensation the star formation efficiency
has decreased, preventing the overproduction of stars in more mas-
sive systems. The parameters controlling the feedback processes
have changed slightly compared to HWT15. In Fig. 5, we plot the
formulae that control feedback as a function of virial velocity. These
formulae can be found in the supplementary material of HWT15.
The top-left panel of Fig. 5 shows that the new models prefer
a sharp reduction in SN ejection efficiency above a halo circu-
lar speed of about 100 km s−1, dropping to just 10–20 per cent at
higher masses. This allows more retention of gas in high-mass sys-
tems. Slightly unexpectedly, the mass-loading factors, shown in the
top-right panel of the figure, are lower than for the fiducial HWT15
model, except for DLB07 Reincorporation that requires large mass-
loading in dwarf galaxies to offset the rapid reincorporation (and
subsequent cooling) of ejected gas (bottom-right panel). Unfortu-
nately for that model, the expenditure of energy to heat extra cold
gas results in a decrease of mass ejected in those dwarfs for a given
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Figure 6. Relationship between total gas surface density and the star for-
mation rate surface density. The colours represent the same four models as
previously and the lines are as described in Fig. 4 showing the mean and
percentile range in bins of stellar mass. The black data points represent ob-
served values from four different studies (Kennicutt 1998; Wyder et al. 2009;
Leroy et al. 2013; Davis et al. 2014).
amount of star formation (lower-left panel); elsewhere that ratio is
similar for all models over all masses. Rmerge was fixed to 0.1 in all
models, slightly compromising the red fraction at z = 2, but giving
a better match to observed morphologies at z = 0 (see HWT15 for
further details).
4.2 Star formation
Fig. 6 shows the effect that modifying our models has made to the
Kennicutt–Schmidt relation. We include data from four observa-
tional data sets – in order to make a fair comparison we have only
included literature data that has been averaged over the galactic disc,
as in our model. Both the observations and the model of HWT15
show a break in the power-law relation at low surface densities
which is not reproduced in the HIConstraint or NoSFThreshold
models. The break arises naturally in the HWT15 from the finite
threshold surface density for star formation. Although not imposed
as a constraint, it seems to arise through a need to prevent galaxies
being too blue at z = 2. Once we include the H I mass function
as a constraint, the break disappears because the improvement in
that fit far outweighs the deterioration in the red fraction. We also
see a shallower slope which is similar to that observed between H2
surface density and star formation rate (Bigiel et al. 2008; Wyder
et al. 2009). This is perhaps an indicator that we should form stars
only out of the H2 component, although we show in Appendix A
below that this does not, of itself, resolve the issues that we see here.
In Fig. 7, we plot the SFRD. All semi-analytic models tend to pro-
duce SFRDs that evolve too weakly at low redshift and L-Galaxies
is no exception. At z = 2 all the models are very similar, while
we start seeing more star formation in the new models at lower
redshifts. By z = 0 there is significantly more star formation in the
HIConstraint model than in observations or HWT15.
A more detailed gas division model such as that used in Fu et al.
(2010, 2012) may solve the problems presented in this section. Fu
et al. (2010, 2012) analysed the impact of different star formation
and gas division recipes with spatially-resolved discs producing a
match to the observed H I mass function (they still found an excess
of dwarfs in the stellar mass function at z = 2, but this can likely
Figure 7. The cosmic SFRD. The colours again represent the four models.
These are compared to observations with the black data points from Karim
et al. (2011) and the grey from Behroozi, Wechsler & Conroy (2013).
Figure 8. The evolution of the cosmic H I density in units of ρcrit. The mod-
els are as previously. Plotted in symbols are data from several observational
studies. We plot the observations of Zwaan et al. (2005), Martin et al. (2010),
Delhaize et al. (2013), Freudling et al. (2011), Hoppmann et al. (2015), Lah
et al. (2007), Rao, Turnshek & Nestor (2006), Zafar et al. (2013), Prochaska
& Wolfe (2009). The three highest redshift observations come from Damped
Lyα observations while below they are from stacking experiments or from
direct detections.
be solved by the HWT15 gas reincorporation recipe). Spatially-
resolved discs have not yet been implemented in the latest version
of the Munich model. In order to try to understand the impact of
these modifications in our work we have implemented a simplified
version of the Fu model. This is described in Appendix A and goes
some way to reconciling the Kennicutt–Schmidt relation with the
H I mass function. There is therefore some indication that a more
realistic gas division along with adjustments to the star formation
relation may be the solution.
4.3 Cosmic evolution of H I
In Fig. 8, we plot the evolution of the H I cosmic density, HI. Our
results are compared to various observational data sets at different
redshifts. The models show more evolution than is found in the
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observations, rising to a maximum HI at z ≈ 1 before declining
at higher redshifts. At this peak, the new models provide a better
(but far from perfect) fit to the observations than does HWT15. In
future versions of the model there needs to be more H I gas at high
redshifts while maintaining the present day values. A similar result
was found in Lagos et al. (2014).
4.4 Comparison with other work
Lu14, who also use MCMC techniques to simultaneously fit the
H I mass function and the K-band luminosity function, obtain much
poor fits than we find and claim that generic deficiencies of current
SAMs are: (i) extreme mass-loading factors are required in low-
mass haloes to expel the H I; (ii) the outflow requires more than
25 per cent of the available supernova energy; and (iii) the star-
formation histories of Milky Way sized haloes are far too flat.
We do not require extreme mass-loading factors to achieve an
agreement with observations presented in this paper. As shown in
fig. S2 of HWT15, the values we assume are comparable to current
observational estimates. On the other hand, we do require most of
the supernova (SN) energy available to be used to power feedback.
However, due to the uncertainties in the amount of energy produced
by individual SN events and our neglect of photoionization, we do
not believe this rules out the models.
In an attempt to understand the differences in our findings we have
undertaken a run using the reincorporation model of De Lucia &
Blaizot (2007) which more closely matches that of Lu14. We do not
get such a good fit to the H I mass function shown in Fig. 1. As can be
seen in the top left panel of Fig. 5, with the DLB07 reincorporation
recipe we find we require large mass-loading factors in low-mass
galaxies and still don’t get a good fit for the H I mass function. This
could partially explain the differences between our results and those
of Lu14.
Fu et al. (2010, 2012) integrate a model of gas division into a
previous version of L-Galaxies, forming stars out of only the H2
component without using MCMC to constrain the parameters. The
model of gas division they use is more complex than that which
we implement and the star formation recipe has no dependence on
dynamical time. In addition, in regions where the molecular gas
dominates the star formation goes as SF ∝ H2, while where
atomic gas dominates SF ∝ 2gas. Their work successfully repro-
duces the H I mass function. However, as discussed in Section 4.2
they do not reproduce the low-mass end of the stellar mass function
as well. Combining the work of Fu with HWT15 in future models of
L-Galaxies could provide a solution to simultaneously producing
the star-forming properties and the H I mass function. This is hinted
at in Appendix A.
Similar work has been undertaken in the Galform model by Lagos
et al. (2011a,b) using the same pressure gas division model as used
in this work. The gas division was included self-consistently with
stars being formed out of the H2 component. They successfully
reproduced the H I mass function but did not reproduce the stel-
lar mass functions as well. Popping, Somerville & Trager (2014),
Somerville, Popping & Trager (2015) also implement gas division
in their semi-analytic model. They use several models of gas divi-
sion and star formation and like Lagos et al. (2011a,b) they form
stars from the H2 component. They successfully reproduce several
H I observations of galaxies. Their H I mass function exhibits a slight
excess at low masses but fits well at the high-mass end. However,
their stellar mass function shows significant discrepancies with data
at z = 1 and 2.
Work has also been done with the Galform model indicating that
other forms of feedback, in particular photoionization of atomic
gas, could play an important role in the H I content of galaxies (Kim
et al. 2013, 2015). This presents an alternative method to suppress
the H I in galaxies. In our work we have not explored the effects
of new forms of feedback but rather discuss to what extent the H I
mass function can be fitted without altering the current model.
5 C O N C L U S I O N S
In this paper, we have added the H I mass function as an ob-
servational constraint to the L-Galaxies semi-analytic model of
Henriques et al. (2015). Using MCMC techniques we re-constrain
the model parameters in order to best fit this extra observation at
z = 0 in addition to the stellar mass function and galaxy red fraction
at z = 0 and z = 2. The cold gas content of the model galaxies
are divided in post-processing into the H I and H2 components us-
ing the gas division model of Blitz & Rosolowsky (2006) and the
approximation to this from Obreschkow et al. (2009).
From this work we conclude:
(i) Using the z = 0 H I mass function as an extra constraint we
obtain a good fit to this in addition to the stellar mass function and
red fraction at z = 0 and z = 2.
(ii) The most important parameter change is the reduction of the
star formation gas surface density threshold. This has been greatly
reduced or even removed. This was required to remove the excess
of H I gas seen in low-mass galaxies in HWT15. As compensation,
the star formation efficiency has decreased, preventing the overpro-
duction of stars in more massive systems.
(iii) The feedback parameters have also changed. The retuned
model favours a sharp reduction in the SN ejection efficiency above
a halo circular speed of 100 km s−1 to much lower efficiencies com-
pared to HWT15. The required mass-loading factors are also re-
duced slightly compared to HWT15.
(iv) The model has a worse fit to the star formation properties
shown in the Kennicutt–Schmidt relation and the cosmic SFRD at
low redshifts. We see too much star formation z = 0, mostly in
the low-mass galaxies. This suggests that we either incorporate and
cool too much gas, or that we underestimate the expulsion of gas via
winds and stripping. However, since our red fractions roughly agree
with observations, any changes must only reduce the star formation
efficiency and not halt it completely.
(v) We use the reincorporation model of DLB07 to compare our
model with that of Lu14. We alleviate some but not all of the prob-
lems identified by Lu14 through using an alternative reincorporation
recipe. It is likely that a detailed model gas division and subsequent
star formation will be required to match the observations.
Using a more detailed model of cold gas division and a change
to the star formation recipe, such as those used in Fu et al.
(2010, 2012, 2013), we expect to improve on the problems with
simultaneously matching both the star formation properties and the
observed H I mass function. In Appendix A we show a simplistic
model in which we use the approximation for gas division given
in Section 2.2 and then form stars only out of the molecular gas
component. While the resulting H I mass function is not as good
a fit as our HIConstraint model it is a significant improvement on
the original HWT15 fit. Likewise for the Kennicutt–Schmidt rela-
tion the model shown in Appendix A is an improvement on the
HIConstraint model shown in Fig. 6.
In summary, the cold gas mass function provides a useful con-
straint on galaxy formation models that poses challenges to the
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current paradigm. It is difficult to lower the H I mass function in
low-mass galaxies without violating the Kennicutt–Schmidt star
formation law and having too much star formation in dwarf galax-
ies in the current-day Universe. It is likely that a detailed model
of the cold gas in the H I and H2 components and subsequent star
formation is required to resolve the issue.
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A P P E N D I X A : STA R FO R M AT I O N
F RO M M O L E C U L A R G A S
We have investigated the effect of using the approximation given in
equation (7) in order to form stars out of only the H2 component of
the cold gas. The model presented here is not a rigorous exploration
of H2 star formation in the model but rather an attempt to explore
if this would provide a solution to some of the problems with our
best-fitting model presented here. We modify equation (1) so that
the gas mass is that of just the H2 component and there is no longer
any gas density threshold. Here we do not modify the star formation
time-scale from equation (1). The resulting H I mass function and
Figure A1. The H I mass function. The red and green lines are as in previous
figures; the blue line uses the gas division approximation to form stars out
of only H2 gas.
Figure A2. Relationship between total gas surface density and the star
formation rate. The contours again enclose 68, 95 and 99 per cent of the
data. The red and green are as in previous figures and the blue uses the gas
division approximation to form stars out of only H2 gas. The black data points
represent observed values from three different studies (Kennicutt 1998;
Wyder et al. 2009; Leroy et al. 2013).
Kennicutt–Schmidt relation are shown in Fig. A1 and Fig. A2,
respectively. In the H I mass function we see a slight excess of
galaxies with low H I masses, significantly better than the original
HWT15 but slightly worse than our best-fitting HIConstraint model.
The new model roughly fits the slope of Kennicutt–Schmidt relation,
although it might not have a sharp enough break at low masses. We
conclude that the formation of stars out of only the H2 component
gives an interesting compromise in the comparison between model
and observations for the H I mass function and Kennicutt–Schmidt
relation. A detailed model of H2 conversion and subsequent star
formation might correct the excessive cold gas in the lowest mass
galaxies.
A P P E N D I X B : C O M B I N I N G H I MASS
F U N C T I O N O B S E RVAT I O N S FO R M C M C
We show in Fig. B1 the two data sets used for the H I mass function.
These are then combined as described in HWT15 to produce one
data set used in the MCMC. The data are combined by averaging
the values in the H I mass bin and then the σ is taken to be half the
maximum to minimum range. This is a crude method of gauging
the statistical error of the combined points and as such we do not
quote the formal fits of the model to the data. In Fig. B1 we plot the
Figure B1. The two data sets combined to form the MCMC observations.
The green data is from the ALFALFA survey, Haynes et al. (2011), and the
red is from the HIPASS survey, Zwaan et al. (2005). In blue we show the
combined data used in the MCMC. The shaded region shows the extent of
the errorbars used in the MCMC.
data from the HIPASS (Zwaan et al. 2005) and ALFALFA (Haynes
et al. 2011) along with the combined values used in the MCMC. We
choose in this work to only consider the H I mass range present in
both observational data sets and so we do not use the lowest masses
present in the ALFALFA results alone.
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